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Abstract
This paper presents an interactive tool for working with parametric speech synthesis. The
tool facilitates editing of parameter tracks, and it provides real-time feedback of the synthe-
sised speech. It serves as an interface to KTH’s multilingual rule based synthesis system,
and can be used to control a formant synthesiser as well as a 3-D “ talking head” . The tool
has been used in research and education during the past two years.

Introduction
Parametric speech synthesis refers to generation of speech from a computational model con-
trolled by time-varying parameter trajectories. The model might be a formant synthesiser, in
which case the input parameters are formant frequencies and bandwidths, fundamental fre-
quency, and voice source parameters, with a speech waveform as output (Carlson, Gran-
ström and Karlsson, 1991). Another type of model might be a “Talking Head”, i.e. a com-
puter generated animated face, with parametric control of the jaw, lips and tongue (Beskow,
1995). Yet another possible model would be an articulatory synthesiser, where the input pa-
rameters typically affect the shape of the vocal tract, which in turn serves as the basis for
waveform generation.

The parameters tracks used to drive any of these models can come from one of several
sources. They might stem from natural speech data - examples of this are formant frequen-
cies and fundamental frequency measured from a speech signal, or visual speech parameters
such as jaw opening and lip protrusion measured using video image processing. In a text-to-
speech synthesiser, the parameter tracks are generated from a symbolic representation, such
as orthographic text or a phonetic string. The generation process might be governed by a set
of hand-written rules (rule-driven synthesis), or it might utilise some form of statistical
model trained on measured data (data-driven synthesis, LeGoff, 1997), or a combination of
the two (Högberg, 1997).

Regardless of the source and type of the parameters, the need often arises to be able to view
and manipulate the parameter tracks manually before they are input to the synthesiser. This
is important in several situations in research and education in speech and applied phonetics,
for example:

• Fine tuning of phonetic text-to-speech rules
• Preparation of stimuli for perceptual experiments
• Verification and correction of automatically measured data through re-synthesis
• Teaching speech synthesis techniques
• Teaching phonetic-acoustic relations (through manipulation of formants, pitch etc.)
• Development of new control schemes for a synthesiser
• Development and examination of synthesis models



This paper presents Veiron, a graphical editing tool, that provides intuitive and fine-grained
control over the parameter tracks to be input to a synthesiser, with real-time playback of the
synthesised speech. It serves as an interface to KTH’s multilingual rule based synthesis sys-
tem RULSYS (Carlson, Granström and Hunnicutt, 1982), and it can be used to control a
formant synthesiser (Carlson, Granström, Karlsson, 1991) as well as a 3-D “ talking head”
(Beskow, 1995). Veiron is extensible and portable across different computer platforms.

The Interface
The main interface, shown in Figure 1, consists of a number of panels for parameter display,
a time scale, menu bar, a horizontal scrollbar and a status bar. Each of the panels has an as-
sociated value-scale and controls for vertical zooming and scrolling. The panels are stacked
and aligned vertically, in such a way that all panels share the same time scale, and horizontal
scrolling affects all panels. Typically, related parameters or parameters of the same unit are
displayed together in one panel. The default configuration contains three panels, displaying
formant parameters, fundamental frequency and source parameters respectively. Alternate
configurations can be specified and loaded at runtime, such as the “Face”  configuration,
which adds a panel with control parameters for the visual speech synthesiser (the talking
head).

The menu bar contains four menus: File, Options, Parameters and Help. From the File
menu it’ s possible to create new utterances from text, load and save parameters track, or
load a label file with time-aligned phonemes as input to the rule system. The Options menu
contains controls for language selection (Swedish, German, French or English), spectro-
grams, audio and the animated face. The Parameters menu consists of a list of all parame-

Figure 1: Snapshot of Veiron’s main interface



ters available for display. Each parameter has a check-box to enable or disable plotting. The
Status Bar is used for display of clarification and progress messages, and explanations of
mouse button functionality in different modes.

Basic Operation
By selecting “New Sentence...”  from the File menu, a text-input window is displayed. This
window has two fields, one for orthographic text, and one for phonetic transcription. Typing
in the orthographic field automatically updates the transcription, according to the currently
selected language. It is also possible to type directly in the transcription field, to modify
transcriptions or create new ones. When the user clicks “Synthesise” , the parameter tracks
for the utterance are generated and the synthesised speech is played back.

RULSYS produces parameter tracks in a two-step process: First, the rules generate a series
of control points — typically at least one per segment — that define a target track. Next,
filters are applied to the target track to create a smoothed continuos track to be output to the
synthesiser. The filter type and coefficients may differ between parameters, and the filter
coefficients for one parameter may be time varying, under the control of another parameter.

The tracks are edited by manipulating the control points. Each RULSYS parameter track is
represented by the control points (drawn as filled circles), the target track (a yellow line) and
the smoothed output track (a green line). The points may be dragged using the mouse, which
will cause the resulting tracks to be continuously updated. Control points may also be arbi-
trarily inserted or deleted.

An even more fine-grained form of parameter editing is also available: By clicking directly
on the smoothed track, it’ s possible to “draw” the parameter track by hand, thereby bypass-
ing the filtering step. This mode works independently of the RULSYS layer, and can be
used for example to edit measurement data without interference from the rule system.

By clicking and dragging on the time scale, the timing of the utterance can be altered, by
inserting and deleting chunks of time. Timing manipulations affect all parameters. If a con-
trol point is deleted, RULSYS will compensate for the lost point to preserve the shape of the
remaining track.

Special Features
In the Formant Parameter panel, it is possible display a spectrogram of the synthesised
speech in the background. The spectrogram is aligned in time and frequency, so the for-
mants in the spectrogram will coincide with the parameter tracks. This has an illustrative
effect that can also be used to verify that the synthesiser is generating the right output. Al-
ternatively, the spectrogram display may be used for copy synthesis. In this case the spectro-
gram of a natural utterance is displayed, thus the overlaid formants tracks controlling the
synthesiser can be tailored to match those in the target spectrogram. The starting point may
be either rule-generated or measured formant tracks. Spectrograms are implemented in a
flexible way using the “Snack module for speech visualisation”  (Sjölander, 1998).

As mentioned earlier, the tool is not limited to controlling a formant synthesiser, but rather
any kind of parametric synthesiser. In particular, it is possible to control our parametric 3D
animated facial models. Using the interface, several interesting manipulations can be done.
By synthesising a /ba/, and editing the parameter for bilabial occlusion, it is possible to re-
produce the McGurk effect (auditory /ba/ + visual /ga/ is perceived as /da/, McGurk &
MacDonald, 1976). Eye blinks, movements of eyebrows, head and eyes, and their relation to
emotion, stress, semantics etc. can also be manipulated and studied.



Use in Education
For the past two years, the tool has been used in laboration assignments in undergraduate
courses in speech communication and speech technology given at KTH and LiTH. The goal
of the coursework has been to give students hands-on experience with parametric speech
synthesis techniques. The students already have a basic understanding of acoustic-phonetic
relationships gained in a previous assignment on speech analysis and viewing (Gustafson &
Sjölander, 1998). The students work in pairs, and are given a number of tasks to accomplish
using the editor:

• Manipulate formant transitions of a CV syllable to change the identity of the consonant
(/ba/ → /da/ → /ga/, /bi/ → /di/ → /gi/, /bu/ → /du/ → /gu/).

• Modify pitch accent to go between minimal pairs, such as “anden” (the duck) – “anden”
(the spirit).

• Change a short to a long vowel, also using minimal pairs (“buren”  – “Burén”). This in-
volves modification of duration, formants and F0 (due to stress change).

• Change a statement into a question by manipulating the pitch contour.
In general, the students accomplished the tasks well, and found the assignment interesting.

Conclusion and Future Work
As of now, the main contribution of the tool presented here is to provide a new, interactive,
easy to use interface to the rule based synthesis system RULSYS. However, the tool is easily
adapted to other synthesis technologies, and the future path of development will focus on
making it more generic, so that it can be used to manipulate parameter tracks regardless of
how these parameters were generated or what they are controlling. As such it can serve as a
common low-level interface to a variety of control systems and synthesiser modules.

Formant based synthesis is frequently compared to more commercially popular synthesis
methods that concatenate segments of natural speech to form an utterance. While this
sometimes produces more natural sounding speech, there are a number of things
concatenation based methods just can’ t do. For example: formant synthesis is generally
more flexible in terms of voice quality, the formant domain is fairly well suited for
interpolation (so gradual transitions between segments without spectral discontinuities are
possible) and it builds on a familiar phonetic-acoustic representation. Veiron places these
advantages at the fingertips of the user, which has proven useful in research as well as in
education.
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